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How do we find out 

which sensory 

characteristics cue the 

targeted equities and 

determine the ideal 

sensory profile?  



Case study on facial moisturizers 
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Key research steps: 

1. Immersion 
• All stakeholders 
• Concept refined 
• Product parameters selection 



Key research steps: 

1. Immersion 

2. Consumer screening and selection 
Screening on sensory acuity, articulacy and brand 

engagement:  
- Homework 
- Identification and ranking exercises 
- Discrimination tasks 
- Articulation check 



Key research steps: 

1. Immersion 

2. Consumer screening and selection 

3. Workshop  
Understand how consumers experience products and link back 

sensory properties of products to the expectations generated by 

the concept 



Workshop: 
Understanding what the concept meant to consumers 

(detailed) and what product attributes cue this (top line level) 



Inappropriate color and fragrance took 

the product from youthful to childish 

YOUTHFULL 

YOUTHFULL 



Workshop 
Getting a clear read on liking (important not to 

trade this off too much) and fit to concept 



Workshop 
Establishing how to achieve high product-concept consonance 



Workshop 

Slightly reduce the 

brightness of color – 

ensuing youthful but 

not childish 

 

Aim for Proto 1 levels 

A product brief, that ensures success is built in 

from the start of the development process 





Building success from the start 

Involving switched on consumers interactively with 

Marketing and R&D specialist a co-moderated product 

development session: 

Concept feedback to understand emotional and functional 

benefits product needs to deliver 

Consumer focused product feedback beyond hedonic 

Clear understanding of which sensory properties cue 

which emotional and functional conceptualizations 

Detailed rulebook of success: considering both liking and 

consonance 


